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A guide to creating an effective LinkedIn profile 

 
Many people sign up to LinkedIn after receiving several invitations to join from colleagues and 
contacts. Often, you join, but then do very little to make LinkedIn work for you.  
 
A common mistake people make once they join is put up a bare bones profile (if that), no 
photo, little summary of accomplishments, they don‟t join any groups or post any information 
and then moan “LinkedIn is a waste of time, it‟s not for me” 
 
LinkedIn is a great way to build relationships, showcase your expertise and connect with 
prospects. It‟s also a great way to create and develop your online professional identity and 
manage your personal brand. 
 
Your LinkedIn profile is the foundation to building and developing successful 
relationships via LinkedIn.  
 
For those of you that are new to LinkedIn the following steps will guide you through the 
various parts of your profile to ensure you get it 100% complete. 
 
It‟s simple to get started. Head to www.linkedin.com fill in the details and click „Join Now‟ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.linkedin.com/
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Your profile 
 
To set up your profile, click on „profile‟ then „edit profile‟. Each time you go to a section 
LinkedIn will prompt you to update sections that are incomplete. Most of these sections are 
pretty self explanatory, but it‟s up to you how much personal information you include. 
 
LinkedIn sees a 100% complete profile as including the following information: 
 

1. Profile photo 
2. Profile summary 
3. Current job position 
4. 2 past job positions 
5. Your education 
6. Your specialities 
7. At least 3 recommendations 

 
This guide will help you complete all these sections to get a 100% complete LinkedIn profile.  
 
Add an image 
A photo is a must have for any profile. A professional one if possible, if you‟ve already had a 
professional photo taken for the Investec website and you‟d like to use this for your LinkedIn 
profile, we can send this to you in the appropriate size.  
 
Having a photo gives your profile some warmth; people are less likely to want to interact with 
an unknown, faceless internet page. It also lets potential connections see who they are 
connecting with easily.  
 
You wouldn‟t walk into a networking event with a paper bag over your head would you? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Top level summary 
After adding your photo you can add a bit more information about yourself to create your top 
level summary. Quite often other users will only see a shortened version of your profile. Your 
top level summary provides a succinct way to sum up your professional identity. 
 
When creating your top level summary you should be „keyword rich‟, using words that are 
specific to your sector and in line with your LinkedIn objectives. 
 
An example would be: 
 

● Fund finance specialist focussing on lending  to the private equity industry 
   

Having a keyword rich top level summary helps people find you easily in the areas for which 
you want to be known. It also means you appear in relevant searches. 
 
State your location, giving as much information as you are comfortable with, to help the right 
people find you. 
 
Below this you can use your status updates to talk about current issues effecting 
individuals/companies in your sector, or any recent articles you have written. This is a good 
way to widen the reach of your professional activity amongst your contacts. Update this once 
you have your profile in order. 
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Current employment 
You should list your current employment on your profile to help people connect with you. 
Include dates and what your role involves. 
 
In terms of past employment, if you have more than you would like to broadcast, just list the 
last two or the two which have been most significant. There is no problem listing all your 
career history. Many people on LinkedIn search for ex-colleagues and this could lead to some 
interesting enquiries. If you have worked for a competitor business, list this but don‟t go into 
too much detail about all the success you achieved. 
 

 
 
 
Education 
List all your education. Some people place major value on academic qualifications. This could 
make the difference between someone interesting getting in touch or not!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Summary 
So now you should have the bones of your profile in place, you can now start to add more 
substance to it with your summary. 
 
Your summary should be comprehensive, but easy to understand. Write it in 1

st
 person and 

make sure you appear confident, impressive, but not boastful. If needed it helps to get 
someone else to review it for a second opinion, so that you get the tone right. 
 
Specialities 
Use this section to add keywords that are relevant to your role. So if you are a lending and 
finance specialist, you‟d want to use keywords such as,  
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Additional information 
Here you can add links to your company website; a good idea is to add a link to your website 
profile, if you have one, and a link to your service/sector page. If you have a professional blog 
add it here too. You can add up to 3 links. 
 
Interests 
Under interests it is advisable to give a little information about what you do outside work, 
perhaps not your favourite football team, but if you have any interesting hobbies, this could 
give people material to use to make contact with you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Groups 
Any groups that you join on LinkedIn will be listed here also. You have control over the ones 
that get shown on your page.  
 
Connections 
Once you have all the above sections completed, you can actually start connecting with 
people. 
 
It‟s usually best to start connecting with the people that you already know, which in turn will 
allow you to connect with the people they know. Then you can start to import your Outlook 
contacts. If you need help doing this please ask a member of the digital team. 
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Recommendations 
By now you should pretty much have your profile ready to start fully utilising LinkedIn. The last 
thing to consider as part of your profile is the inclusion of recommendations. These add 
credibility and are a great way to show your expertise and your connections, many of whom 
with potential to recommend you.  
 
When asking for recommendations, be clear on what you want to be recommended for. 
 
 

 
 
  
 
Generally speaking if you make sure your LinkedIn profile includes all of the above you will 
have a 100% complete profile and you will be able to make the most of the business 
opportunities that LinkedIn has to offer. 
 
You‟ll be found by the right people, looking for YOUR expertise, raising your online profile and 
that of the firm. 
 


